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•• Libertarianism is a Libertarianism is a political philosophypolitical philosophy

•• Libertarianism gives us a framework for Libertarianism gives us a framework for 

thinking about social issues   thinking about social issues   

•• ““The libertarian creed rests upon one central axiom: that The libertarian creed rests upon one central axiom: that 

no man or group of men may aggress against the person no man or group of men may aggress against the person 

or property of anyone else.or property of anyone else.””
Murray Rothbard, Murray Rothbard, For a New Liberty, For a New Liberty, p.27p.27

What is liberty and what is libertarianism? What is liberty and what is libertarianism? 



•• We donWe don’’t live in self sufficiency t live in self sufficiency –– wewe’’re all re all 

members of societymembers of society

•• The majority of people want to live in a free, The majority of people want to live in a free, 

just and prosperous societyjust and prosperous society

Objection: Objection: ““But donBut don’’t we t we alreadyalready live in a live in a ‘‘free free 

societysociety’’? That? That’’s what a democracy is, right?s what a democracy is, right?””

Why care about this stuff?Why care about this stuff?



How free are we?How free are we?

•• Some news stories from 2010... Some news stories from 2010... 



How free are we?How free are we?
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How free are we?How free are we?



•• ItIt’’s ok to have differences of opinion with s ok to have differences of opinion with 

each other but things change when we ask the each other but things change when we ask the 

government to intervene...government to intervene...

•• Why?Why?

•• Laws are not suggestions Laws are not suggestions –– every law is backed every law is backed 

up by the threat of fine and imprisonmentup by the threat of fine and imprisonment

The libertarian difference The libertarian difference 



•• SelfSelf--ownershipownership

•• You own yourselfYou own yourself

•• You own the fruits of your labourYou own the fruits of your labour

•• NonaggressionNonaggression

•• We have to deal with each other on a We have to deal with each other on a voluntaryvoluntary basisbasis

•• Property rightsProperty rights

•• The great problem solver!The great problem solver!

•• The exclusive right to control a resourceThe exclusive right to control a resource

•• Homesteading Homesteading Contractual exchange  Contractual exchange  

Things libertarians emphasiseThings libertarians emphasise



•• Why are property rights important?Why are property rights important?

•• Concern for the good or resource Concern for the good or resource –– ownership changes ownership changes 

our behaviourour behaviour

•• Prevents the Prevents the ‘‘tragedy of the commonstragedy of the commons’’

Objection: Objection: ““YouYou’’re crazy re crazy –– people are too people are too 

greedy to protect the environment! Everyone greedy to protect the environment! Everyone 

knows the government takes better care than knows the government takes better care than 

markets could.markets could.””

Things libertarians emphasiseThings libertarians emphasise



Government protects the environment?Government protects the environment?



Government protects the environment?Government protects the environment?

“The United States government, which acts as steward 

and protector of the nation's environment, is itself the 

worst polluter in the land.

Federal agencies have contaminated more than 60,000 

sites across the country and the cost of cleaning up the 

worst sites is officially expected to approach $300 

billion, nearly five times the price of similar destruction 

caused by private companies. . . . 

Nearly every military base and nuclear arms facility in 

the country is contaminated. The pollution extends 

from the US Mint, which released hazardous chemicals 

into the air when producing commemorative coins, to 

the national parks, where leaky oil tanks and raw 

sewage are polluting pristine rivers.

Even the Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], 

charged with enforcing the country's environmental 

laws, has been fined for violating toxic waste laws at its 

laboratories...”



Government protects the environment?Government protects the environment?



•• Individuals and groupsIndividuals and groups

•• Does society have Does society have ‘‘rightsrights’’? What are the implications?? What are the implications?

•• Could the majority vote away the minorityCould the majority vote away the minority’’s rights?s rights?

•• Means and endsMeans and ends

•• If something is If something is ‘‘goodgood’’, can we use any means necessary , can we use any means necessary 

to achieve it?  to achieve it?  

•• Voluntary actions vs. coercive actions Voluntary actions vs. coercive actions 

•• When the government pays for something... Where does When the government pays for something... Where does 

the money come from?the money come from?

Things libertarians emphasiseThings libertarians emphasise



•• So...So...

•• Libertarians believe in... liberty!Libertarians believe in... liberty!

•• ““You should never be prosecuted for what you own, for You should never be prosecuted for what you own, for 

what you believe, for what you say, for what you smoke, what you believe, for what you say, for what you smoke, 

for what you drink, for what you put in your body. You for what you drink, for what you put in your body. You 

should be prosecuted only for the physical harm you do to should be prosecuted only for the physical harm you do to 

others.others.””
Harry Browne, Harry Browne, Liberty A to Z, Liberty A to Z, p.121p.121

•• Government is coerciveGovernment is coercive

•• Civil society and the market are voluntary  Civil society and the market are voluntary  

SummarySummary



•• If we want to live in a free, just and If we want to live in a free, just and 

prosperous society, we have to recognise the prosperous society, we have to recognise the 

difference between voluntarism vs. coerciondifference between voluntarism vs. coercion

•• Or to put it in cartoon form... Or to put it in cartoon form... 

SummarySummary



SummarySummary



Thanks for listening!Thanks for listening!


